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An RNA-Seq experiment is a useful tool in characterizing and quantify-
ing transcriptomes into read counts and identifying differentially expressed
(DE) genes under different treatment conditions. However, analyzing RNA-
Seq data in the quest of differentially expressed genes is not straight forward.
Focusing on the experiment of interest, different approaches can be made in
identifying DE genes. Here, we propose to use a two parameter generalized
poisson (GP) model to address the non-uniformity of read counts than the
traditional poisson model and apply it to Arabidopsis pilot survey data by
TCC(http://bioconductor .org/packages/release/bioc/html/TCC.html). A
comparison study has also been performed with built in R-packages edgeR
and DESeq with their default settings to understand the performance of
GP model. Here, 28 new differentially expressed genes have been identified
by GP model more than edgeR and DESeq for Arabidopsis data and these
genes can be a potential source of information in treating bacterial infec-
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tion to the experimenters. Therefore, the approach of using GP model in
real data set evident a significant performance to the in built methods of
R-packages.
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